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Your guide for journaling: connecting with

your thoughts and feelings enables you to

process, let go and maybe even understand

yourself better.
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Introduction
Welcome and congratulations for downloading this workbook.

You are about to learn the steps towards developing a healthful &

energising daily journaling habit as a pathway to building your

new life with con�dence.

By making a commitment to yourself and investing the time to

follow this through you will also learn you can rely upon and trust

yourself.

When you choose healthful, energising and self-loving daily

habits you will see your life improve.  

In the following pages, �rst you will see a step by step of what to

do, followed by a list of suggestions on the appendix page that

you may choose from to get you kick started with your new

journaling habit and into creating your NEW YOU.

INSTRUCTIONS:

Read through the steps and DO the actions.

This is a WORKBOOK and change takes action!

Apply the steps into your chosen habit and use the tracker

provided to create your new journaling habit and your NEW

YOU!.

The time to get started is NOW!

You can �gure out which habits you need to set yourself up for a

successful day. My New Beginnings workbook shows even more

opportunities for developing more healthful habits.

Lynne Durham 
Lynne Durham
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Journaling - the basics 
Tools

What do I write on?

One of the most frequently asked question from anyone thinking about creating a new

journaling habit is what to write on.

The options are endless, some of them are to; 

Print and use the worksheet page I have added as a part of this workbook, 

Treat yourself to a specially purchased book; choose your favorite; remember to

think about if you will be carrying it around with you or if it stays in one place; will

your journal need to �t along with your personal belongings or your bag,

Use an inexpensive notepad, 

Re-use any spare paper that would otherwise be discarded - connect with an of�ce

who recycles their printed pages (ones that are not con�dential) and keep them

collated in a folder or sleeve. 

Whilst it is ideal to use a pen/pencil and paper you may also use a tablet, pc or phone

or app. 

 Without overthinking, get right into your new habit by choosing how you will begin

your journaling habit. 

Choose

My choice is...

The only requirement is to choose something – you can always change your mind

later. 

 These days, I am writing 3 x A4 pages every morning and I purchase pretty and inexpensive

notebooks. So I get to enjoy them while I have them and not worry about throwing them

out when I am ready. 

The bene�t of making a choice now, is that it's done! 

This guide is to encourage a new practice, and I always recommend my clients to start this

way with my "small steps method" 

You can always change your mind later when you have some experience journaling. 
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Journaling - the why? 
Why, what are the bene�ts of journaling? There are so many, here are a few...

Journaling can help you boost happiness and personal success. Con�dence is

encouraged when we relive a positive experience through our writing. 

 Journaling about your dreams and ambitions can help design your blueprint towards

achieving your goals.

Writing about your goals is a signal to your brain about what is important. Your mind

works in the background �ngering out the path to achieving them. 

Journaling may be used as a mindful practice; allowing past frustrations and future

anxieties to loose their edge in the present moment while you actively process your

thoughts.   

Writing your thoughts can help you process your emotions and increase self-

awareness, along with which thought cause your emotions. 

Writing a few lines a day can stop you feeling lost and unhappy. 

There is a unique relationship between the hand and the brain. When we write words

we are formulating representations of ideas; during the writing process the mind

creates and re-creates ideas 

Also the hand/brain connection strengthens previously covered information and

encourages re-engagment in cognitive recall to boost memory and comprehension. 

Creating this new habit strengthens your self-dicipline. Setting time aside to write is an

act of discipline and the more you exercise it, the stronger it becomes. And habits

created in one area of life tend to spread into other healthful habits!

Daily writing can spark your creativity; Julia Cameron's 'Morning Pages' is frequently

used as a pathway to creativity. 

Journaling to improve health! Dr. James Pennebaker, author of 'Writing to Heal' has

spoken about improved immune function in participants. 

I could go on..... 

What is your why, does one of these stand out as important for you?

My why is...
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Journaling - the how
How also matters

 The de�nition of a journal is a daily record of occurrences, experiences or observations. 

I have listed many of the bene�ts on the previous page.

How you write plays a role as well. This University of Iowa study showed that keeping a

journal about stressful events helped participants deal with the events they

experienced. 

The key, they found, was to focus on what you were thinking and feeling, as opposed to

your emotions alone. 

n summary, you get the best bene�ts when you're telling your personal story, not just

writing about your feelings on their own. 

It's a good example of how telling your own personal story can make a huge difference

in your wellbeing.

There is no standard format for journaling, you cannot do it wrong, anything and

everything is right! 

The only requirement is to write something – 3 words or 3 pages it is up to you, how

much time you have and how you feel, the more the better (within limits!).

Importantly 

Enjoy journaling! 

Once you get in the �ow, make it a daily habit to sort through your thoughts and

watch the bene�ts roll in.

Your intention! 

Setting your intention will create the container for achieving your new daily habit.

Making a declaration lets your brain know what you expect of it. 

Choose to write a commitment to yourself now. You might even like to print it out

and keep it visible as a reminder.  

I commit to...
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Journaling - topics/prompts/ideas
Journaling ideas

Use these anytime you're feeling stuck for something to write. 

Stretch your mind by randomly choosing one and allowing your hand to write across

the page  with what ever comes out. 

Always remember, journaling isn't about perfection, it is about writing. There is no

room for judgement or criticism. 

If you do not feel like a writer, you may enjoy starting with writing lists:

List 10 ideas or as many things around the topic of the day or as you can think.

If your list leads to a different topic keep writing lists about the new topic - or save

them for another day when you're stuck for a topic.

One for each day of the week;

1
My favourite childhood toy  

2
My favourite way to spend the day is 

3
Twenty things that make me smile are  

4
My favourite movie  

5
My favourite city to visit is  

6
Five items I couldn't live without  

7
Ten things I love about life  
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Journaling - with intention 
LIVING WITH INTENTION

It is time to formalise your intention: 

Write your start date and how you will include journaling into your life.

Some examples:

From today, May 10th I will write 10 lines each day.

Or,

By September 20th, I will be writing 3 A4 pages every day!

 Write your intention here 

From ......

I will .....

Now you have created an intention. 

 Intentions can be powerful! 

Think about how you will remember your intention.

Our brains are designed NOT to change, NOT to remember; we need to

keep remembering our desires or we will forget them!

I call this goal amnesia.

Now you get to chose how you will remember your intention. 

Write or print it out and place it in a visible position, or, preferably, multiple

positions, to remind you each day - you might like to put reminders on

your phone at the appropriate times .

You could even write it on a pretty card for positioning on your desk or

bench. 

Choose YOUR version of memory trigger.
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Journaling - today
 Gratitude

1.

2.

3

 Success Focus For Today

Journaling prompt (optional)  
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Daily

Success

Habit

Tracker 

How many days do you

want to continue tracking

to develop your new

journaling habit? 

Choosing more days?

Congratulations! Send me

a message and I'll send

you a new page!

Treat each day as a

celebration to your 

New Beginnings!

▢ 1st day complete

▢ 2nd day complete 

▢ 3rd day complete 

▢ 4th day complete 

▢ 5th day complete 

▢ 6th day complete 

▢ 7th day complete 

▢ 8th day complete 

▢ 9th day complete 

▢ 10th day complete  *** Remember to

celebrate!!

▢ 11th day complete 

▢ 12th day complete 

▢ 13th  day complete 

▢ 14th day complete 

▢ 15th day complete 

▢ 16th day complete 

▢ 17th day complete 

▢ 18th day complete 

▢ 19th day complete 

▢ 20th day complete  - another 10 days!!! That

means another celebration!

▢ 21st day complete 

▢ 22nd day complete 

▢ 23rd day complete 

▢ 24th day complete 

▢ 25th day complete 
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Journaling - It's Working! 
TIME TO CELEBRATE!!

Now you have completed 10 days with your new journaling habit . 

After patting yourself on the back and acknowledging how far you've come, this is the

perfect time to re assess your choices by asking yourself these questions.

 This helps your mind know why you are choosing change and that it IS working!

Is journaling helping & adding to my day?

Answer here

Is this the right journaling process for me?

Answer here

Is this new habit practical?

Answer here

Do I need any help to get this done each day?

Answer here

 Is journaling giving me energy?

Answer here

Does journaling add to my well-being?

Answer here
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Hi, I'm Lynne Durham and I love

partnering with high achieving

professionals so you can �nally achieve

your goals AND sleep at night. I can

help you take action and discover how

to love your life! 

Click here

If you want help creating your New Beginnings Schedule a free

call to work out what is keeping you stuck and create a plan

that is right for you; 

email me at lynne@lynnelife.com 

or click below to apply
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